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1, U. S. Operations

Little America Station

On January 17, it was reported that the Jose ph Merrell, while off-
loading cargo at Little America Station, had sustained hull damage on
submerged ice during a heavy swell encountered while ship was moored
to the ice. Damage has not impaired capabilities. On January 20, the
Atka and Merrell were ordered to proceed to McMurdo. Installation of IGY
scientific instruments continues with a relocation of the position of the
ionosphere laboratory. The ionosphere antenna has also been moved eastward
to the other side of the camp proper, placing it in the near vicinity of
the laboratory.

The glaciological traverse party for Byrd is due to depart LAS on
January 25.

The U. S. S. Curtiss is due to arrive at Little America from McMurdo
in the near future with remaining cargo and IGY personnel for Byrd Station
and LAS.

NP McMurdo

On January 18, it was announced that Lt. R. E. Anderson had relieved
Lt. Cmdr. David Canham as commanding officer of the Naval Air Facility.
Off-loading from the Towle is continuing as scheduled. On January 19, the
U. S. S. Curtiss was brought through the pack ice by the U. S. S.Glacier.
The Curtiss arrived at NAP McMurdo on the 21st. Personnel for the Amundsen-
Scott Station, including R. P. Benson (Ion), H. L. Hansen (Met),
W. F. Johnson (Met), A. V. Landolt (AA), E. W. Remington (Glac.), disembarked,
awaiting suitable flying conditions, for the last stage of their trip to
the Amundsen-Scott ICY station (Pole). ICY personnel not mentioned above
are remaining temporarily aboard the Curtiss.
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AmundsenSoott ICY Station (Pule)

The first portion of a dedication ceremony for the Amundsen"Scott
IGY South Pole Station was conducted on January 23 at McMurdo Sound, with
Dr. Gould as Master of Ceremorias.Messages were read from President
Eisenhower, King Haakon (Norway), Selwyn Lloyd (UK), and Admiral Byrd,
Dr. Trevor Hatherton (New Zealand Scott Station Leader) representing the
United Kingdom and New Zealand, Dr. Kaare Rodahl representing Norway, and
Admiral Dufek and Dr. H. Waxier participated in the ceremony. Flying oondi-
tions did not permit the participation of Dr. P. Siple and Amundsen-Scott
Station personnel. A second ceremony may be held, possibly on the 28th,
at Little America Station.

dare Station

A situation report from Adare indicated that the Mess Hall, which also
houses communications and meteorology and the latrine were complete.

The exterior structures of the garage, the inflation shelter and a
utility building, seismology instrument shelter, and the aurora and airglow,
ionosphere and seismology laboratory have been completed but lack facilities.
The rhombic antenna is completed. Surface meteorology observations were
begun on January 10.

Weddell Station (Ellsworth Station)

On Januar 18 the icebreaker Staten Island and the Wyandot were at a
position of 759 24' S, 570 07' W. and proceeding eastward. Having reached
a point within sixteen miles of the Bowman Peninsula, the Task Group was
stopped by unpenetrable ice. For 250 miles the Filchner Ice Shelf had pre-
sented a continuous barrier of ice, 150 to 200 feet high, which afforded no
site at which heavy equipment could be off-loaded. As the ice again closed
in, the Task Group turned eastward. In the course of their cruise, which
is the deepest penetration ever made into the Weddell Sea, both ships have
sustained considerable damage. The W yandot has sustained extensive damage
to her hull, which has necessitated several emergency repairs and has lost
blades off her props. The Staten Island has damaged port props and one
engine. On January 22 the Task Group was off Gould Bay (78 25' S,
44 00' W.). Reconnaissance has determined that there are two possible
station sites in the area.

Ships Operations

On January 19th the U. S. S. Glacier brought the Curtiss south
through the pack ice after escorting the Nespelen through on her northern
journey to Melbourne where she will reload fuel and return to NAP McMurdo.
The Curtiss proceeded to Naval Air Facility while the Glacier went to join
the Arneb and Greenville Victory sailing independently toward the Knox
Coast. The USCGC Northwind is proceeding to New Zealand for repairs on
damage sustained in establishing the Adare Station. The Northwind will
then proceed to Knox Coast to relieve the Glacier, which will in turn
proceed to the Weddell Sea to support the Weddell Task Group. The Atka and
Merrell have been ordered to proceed from Little America Station to Naval
Air Facility McMurdo.
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II. Qperations of Other Countries

Argentina

It is expected that the relief ship for the Argentine General San Martin
Station in the Weddel]. Sea will depart Buenos Aires on January 18.

Australia

On December 17 the Kiska Dan sailed with the relief of the Mawson Station.
The Kiska Dan plans to rendevous at the Windmill Islands with the USCGC
Northwind where 8 New Zealand scientists will go aboard the Kiska Dan.
BesideI the personnel and equipment for Mawson the Kiska Dan is carrying a
de Havilland Beaver which will provide a second aircraft for the Mawson
Station,

New Zealand

The New Zealand Scott Station at Pram Point, Ross Island, was commissioned
on January 20. At that time one building had been completed, with the
assistance of tractors and men from the U. S. Naval Air Facility, McMurdo.
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